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Abstract. Elastic and inelastic neutron-scattering studies on the system Ce(Cu, -.NiJzGe, are
reported. These measurements are complemented by measurements of the magnetic susceptibility, high-
field magnetization, heat capacity, thermal expansion, electrical resistivity and thermopower. The results
reveal an interesting T-x phase diagram consisting of two different antiferromagnetic phases for x < 0.2
and 0.2 < x < 0.75, respectively, and a heavy-Fermi-liquid regime at higher Ni concentrations. The
experimental results are interpreted in terms of an alloying-induced transition from local-moment to
itinerant heavy-fermion magnetism. Fingerprints of this latter phase are a strongly reduced ordered
moment and a short incommensurate ordering wave vector, in accord with theoretical predictions. A
surprisingly good agreement between theory and experiment is found for x > 0.5. Further experimental
evidence for different types of antiferromagnetic ordering derives from a line-shape analysis of the
quasielastic neutron-scattering intensity, from magnetization and thermopower experiments.

                                                    

1 Introduction

Within the past decade heavy-fermion (HF) compounds, i.e. some 4f- and 5f-
intermetallics, have been studied intensively in order to explore the physics of highly
correlated electron systems [I]. In particular, the tetragonal ThCrzSi2 homologs provide
a rich variety of materials that allow both, to verify basic concepts in H F  physics and to
investigate prototypical H F  ground states. While lacking direct f-wave-function overlap,
these compounds exhibit a distinctf-ligand hybridization which, along with strong many-
body renormalizations below the so-called “Kondo-lattice temperature” T*, are effective
in forming heavy-mass quasiparticles. The exciting ground state properties, in particular
superconductivity and lately a variety of new magnetic phenomena, have led to new
concepts and are still intensely debated. The possibility of “heavy-fermion band
magnetism” (HFBM), as to be distinguished from the more conventional local-moment
magnetism (LMM) often found in 4f/5f-compounds, has been introduced as theoretical
concept [2, 31, which soon met experimental evidence [4]. It turned out, in fact, to be a
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valuable tool in understanding the diverse properties of a large class of heavy-fermion
materials at low temperatures [5].

The present investigation is devoted to the magnetic phase diagram of the quasibinary
system Ce(Cu, -xNix)zGe2. Whereas CeCuzGe2 is a local-moment-type of antiferro-
magnet (TNI = 4.1 K [6], p s  = 0 . 7 4 , ~ ~  [7], T* = 8 f 2 K, TRKKY = 7 K [7]), CeNi2Gez
belongs to the class of non-magnetic heavy-Fermi-liquid systems ( y  = 0.4 J/K2 mole,
T* = 30 K [8]). The mixed crystals have been investigated by heat capacity, thermal
expansion, resistivity, thermopower, DC susceptibility and magnetization experiments
[9, some preliminary results are given in Ref. 41. As expected, Ni substitution causes a
strong depression of TNI (x) which extrapolates to zero near x = 0.2. Fully unexpected,
however, a second type of antiferromagnetic ordering develops at higher Ni
concentrations below TN2(x) .  As we shall see below, this new antiferromagnetic state
exhibits the signatures of HFBM, at least for Ni concentrations x > 0.5.

2 Theory

The competition between LMM and a Fermi-liquid ground state of heavy quasiparticles
in Kondo lattices has traditionally been understood via a mutually destructive formation
of different types of correlations, local singlet-binding and non-local alignment of
localized existing moments [lo]. Correspondingly, two energy scales as characteristic for
the respective energy gain at T = 0 K, kBTK - exp( - l/g) and kBTRKKY - g2(g = N,J,
being the dimensionless effective exchange coupling constant between local moments and
conduction electrons with density of state NF at the Fermi level) have been compared to
decide on the nature of the ground state. In the “deep” Kondo-regime, characterized by
g Q 1, clearly RKKY-magnetism is dominant. Heavy-fermion systems typically are
characterized by a larger value of g, but are still far apart from the intermediate valence
regime g - 1 .  Theoretical investigations [3, 1 1 1  point to a more subtle physical picture
although concepts developed for the deep Kondo regime still are useful: Compensation
of moments can proceed further, involving frozen-in short-range antiferromagnetic
correlations. In this way a coherent heavy-Fermi-liquid state is formed at low
temperatures, which is characterized by a new quasi-local energy scale T* replacing TK
and by new effective interactions between quasiparticles. The dynamics of these new
degrees of freedom involves generally small renormalized magnetic moments tied to
heavy but itinerant single-particle excitations. The picture advocated here has found
support, recently, by other studies of the low temperature states of Kondo-lattices, which
were based on different approaches. In Ref. 12a perturbational treatment of the
susceptibility of the lattice was combined with phenomenological arguments to derive
similar conclusions; the particular emphasis on the dual nature of local f-
electron-degrees of freedom was elaborated on in Ref. 13. Even within the variational
Gutzwiller approach, which formerly predicted a universal instability of the Kondo
lattice towards a magnetic state of RKKY type, now a wide region with a non-magnetic
phase is obtained by using improved correlated wave functions [14].

An appropriate treatment of the whole temperature- and possibly also magnetic-
field-dependent scenario [I  11 can be based on the LNCA version of perturbation-theory
[2], which gives for the wave-vector- and frequency-dependent magnetic susceptibility:
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The quasi-local susceptibility xo, describing moment compensation on a temperature
scale T*, is modified via local and non-local quasiparticle interactions contributing to
the function K. This correction term embodies virtual excitations with high energies,
which may be characterized as leading to RKKY-type interactions between largely unre-
normalized moments, and low-energy processes which are subject to the strong renor-
malizations mentioned above. When approaching the heavy-Fermi-liquid state, by
decreasing the temperature or increasing T* as a result of pressure or alloying, the latter
contributions can become dominant as a result of increased spectral weight and small
excitation energies [3]. HFBM, as resulting from such an increased value of K at low
temperatures T < T* and a corresponding instability xo(o) K(q,, 0) -, 1 in the
susceptibility of Eq. (1) should typically involve (i) reduced moments and (ii) small
critical wavevectors qc as characteristic for hybridization gaps in the quasiparticle band
structure. The latter may compete with, or completely replace the 2k,-modes with
modulations typically on the scale of one lattice spacing which indicate RKKY-correla-
tions. In the following we will give clear evidence for such a behavior in the
Ce(Cu -,Nix)2Ge2-system.

3 Experimental details and results

This section is mainly devoted to unraveling the types of magnetic order that develop in
Ce(Cu I _xNix)2Ge,. First, we present results of bulk and neutron scattering measure-
ments that have been used to construct the concentration dependences of the Kondo-
lattice temperature T* (x )  as well as of the magnetic ordering temperatures TNI (x )  and
TN2(x) ,  see Figs. 1 and 2. Additional emphasis will be put on the occurrence of two
subsequent transitions in samples with Ni concentrations 0 < x I 0.3, cf. hatched area
in Fig. 2.
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2 0
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Fig. 1 “Kondo-lattice” temperature T* vs x
for Ce(Cu, -,Ni,),Ge, obtained from residual
quasielastic magnetic line width ( 0 )  as well as
from maxima in the temperature dependences of
the thermopower (scaled by factor 1.54, x),
thermal expansion (A) and electrical resistivity
(scaled by factor 1.25, 0).

Ce (Cu,., Ni I Ge,

0 0.5 X 1

Fig. 2
Ce(Cu, -xNix)2Ge2. Left scale: Nee1 temperatures
TN, (x) and TN2(x)  as determined from specific
heat (V, V, +), thermal expansion (A, A, x ),
DC susceptibility ( 0 ,  0)  and resistivity
measurements (El) [9, 181. Right scale: Kondo-
lattice temperature T* (x), according to Fig. 1
(after scaling lower curve by another factor I .5).

T vs x phase diagram for
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3.1 Sample preparation and characterization

Ingots of typically 3-5 g were prepared by melting together Ce (3N8), Cu (4N9), Ni
(4N 8) and Ge (6N) in an arc furnace. For compositions x < 0.05 and x > 0.95, we first
prepared master ingots with x = 0, 0.2, 0.8 and 1 .O which were subsequently mixed at
the appropriate amount and remelted again. This ensures a better homogeneity at low
doping level. Characterization by X-ray-powder diffraction and electron-microprobe
analysis showed that the samples were single phase, i.e. of the proper ThCr2Si2
structure, in the whole composition range.

3.2 Bulk measurements

3.2.1 Magnetic susceptibility
The antiferromagnetic ordering of CeCu2Ge, at TN, = 4.1 K is well documented in the
magnetic susceptibility, x ( T )  (top curve of Fig. 3). Low Ni doping (x I 0.2) results in
a continuous depression of TN, (x). Unexpectedly, however, a second anomaly is
resolved in the data of the x = 0.25 sample and found to shift towards higher
temperatures upon increasing the Ni concentration to x = 0.5. The latter corresponds
to the TN2(x)  curve in Fig. 2. A Curie-Weiss-type x ( T )  dependence in the paramagnetic
regime exists for all alloys. The apparent flattening of x ( T )  on going from x I 0.5 to
x 2 0.75 corresponds to a pronounced increase in the Kondo-lattice temperature T* (x)
above x = 0.7 (see Fig. 1).

34r

Fig. 3 DC susceptibility x vs T measured at B = 1 T for
Ce(Cu , -xNi,),Ge2 with different Ni-concentrations, x. Arrows
indicate Nee1 temperatures, cf. Fig. 2. 0 4 8 1 2

T ( K )

3.2.2 High-field magnetization
Magnetization measurements on Ce(Cu , -xNi,)2Ge2 compounds were performed at I .4
and 4.2 K in magnetic fields up to 35 Tin  the High-Field Installation at the University
of Amsterdam [15, 161. In order to obtain information on the magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy, the measurements were carried out on samples in two forms:

a) powder being free in the sample holder so that it can be oriented by the applied
magnetic field, and

b) powder mixed with alcohol and cooled down to liquid-helium temperature in zero
magnetic field. In this way, the frozen alcohol fixes the powder in a state of randomly-
oriented grains and an ideal polycrystalline sample is simulated.
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In Fig. 4, the magnetic isotherms at 1.4 K are shown for free-powder samples of the
compounds with x = 0.10, 0.40, 0.55 and 1.00. In the field region below 5 T ,  the
magnetization curves of the compounds with x = 0.10, 0.40 and 0.55 exhibit a slight
upward curvature, too small to be visible in Fig. 4. This upward curvature is absent at 4.2
K which indicates that magnetic order sets in below 4.2 K. Above 10 T, the magnetization
curves commence to display a tendency to saturate. The magnetization of the compound
with x = 1 is perfectly linear up to  the highest field measured.

Ce (CuI..Ni,lz Ge,

?
0 x . 1 0 0

~ . x.055
0 x .040 0 .. x 5 0 10

. 8:

8 ;6 '

0 oo
0 oo Fig. 4 Magnetization M vs B at T = 1.4 K for

x = 0.1, 0.4,0.55 and 1.0. The results shown were0
0 10 20 30 B ( T I  obtained on field-oriented powders, see text.

The magnetic isotherms measured on the fixed-powder samples exhibit the same
overall behavior, the magnetization values, however, being lower than those of the free-
powder samples, which is indicative of the presence of magnetocrystalline anisotropy in
the compounds, see Fig. 5. At 35 T, the values for Mfix/Mfree, the ratio of the magnetiza-
tions of the free and fixed powders, amount to 0.82, 0.83 and 0.78 for the compounds
with x = 0.10,0.40, and 0.55, respectively. In the case of uniaxial anisotropy, Mfix/Mfree
would have the value of 0.5, whereas higher values correspond to other types of
anisotropies. For example, Mfix/Mfree = 0.79 holds for basal-plane anisotropy. Clearly,
the anisotropy in the C ~ ( C U ~ - , N ~ , ) ~ G ~ ~  compounds is not uniaxial and probably of a
more complex type [17]. However, as shown in Fig. 5, the field dependence of Mfix/Mfree
for x = 0.10 is different from those for x = 0.40 and 0.55, which suggests the occurence
of different types of magnetic order.

1

Fig. 5 Ratio of the magnetizations measured at
T = 1.4 K for non-oriented and field-oriented

AAA....A.. 1 1 1

.x . 0 5 5
0 x . 0 4 0. x . 0 1 0

powders, M,,,/M,,, vs B, reflecting the magneto-
crystalline anisotropy of the magnetically ordered- 

0 10 20 30 B ( T I  samples with x = 0.1, 0.40 and 0.55.

3.2.3
Our results of the specific-heat and thermal-expansion measurements on CeCu2Ge2 and
three Ce(Cu, -xNi,)2Ge2 alloys with x I 0.25 are shown as C/T vs T and a vs Tin Figs. 6
and 7. Usually [ 181 the position of the broad peak in a vs T, found for those alloys with

Specific heat and thermal expansion
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x 2 0.1, is considered an empirical measure for T*. The antiferromagnetic ordering
temperatures are well documented in both quantities by mean-field-type anomalies.
Already for the 2 at% Ni-doped sample one finds two subsequent well-resolved phase
transitions. Whereas these are close of merging for x = 0.1, their separation increases
again on increasing the Ni concentration to x = 0.25. The upper transition temperature
corresponds to TN1 in samples with x I 0.1 and to TN2 for x 2 0.2 (cf. Fig. 2).

I I I I I I 1

Ir
v

1

0
0 1 2 3 4 T I K I  6 0 5 T ( K I  10

Fig. 6 Specific heat as C/T vs T for
Ce(Cu,_,Ni,),Ge, with x = 0 (W), 0.02 (A),
0.1 (0) and 0.25 (0).

Fig. 7 Coefficient of thermal expansion a(T)
vs T for same systems as in Fig. 6.

3.2.4 Electrical resistivity and thermoelectric power
The temperature dependences of these two transport coefficients show rich structure.
With the exception of the CeNi2Ge2 compound, all systems exhibit a double-peak
behavior in p vs ln(T/K), of which the upper one is ascribed to crystal-field (CF)
excitations while the lower one is associated with the onset of coherent scattering at T
5 T* (Fig. 8). A monotonous, S-shaped p(  T )  dependence is found for the Ni compound
(x = I), so as if CF excitations were absent. On the other hand, a CF-derived maximum
near T = 100 K in the thermoelectric power, S vs In(T/K), is not only resolved for samples
with x 5 0.6, but exists for x = 1 as well (see Fig. 9). It is interesting to note that very
similar p ( T )  and S ( T )  dependences as for CeNi2Ge2 have been reported for the
CeRu2Si2 [ 19, 201, a compound with nearly the same T* = 25 - 30 K. In particular, the
thermopower anomaly characterizing TE is positive in these two compounds, whereas it
is negative for other canonical Ce-based Kondo-lattice systems, e. g. CeA1, and
CeCu2Si2 [20]. Upon replacing more than 40 at% Ni by Cu, however, a negative

1.4 I I I I I

~ P Ce (Cu,. Nix I Ge
P(300KI

0 8

0 6
0 4

-

- ..' 
I. 0 0 1

A 0 6  -

I

-

Fig. 8 Resistivity, p, vs Ton a logarithmic scale 0 1
for Ce(Cu, _,Ni,),Ge, with x = 0, 0.1, 0.6 and 1. 0 .-.-.-.+Po

Arrows indicate NCel temperatures, cf. Fig. 2. 0 1  1 10 100 T ( K )
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extremum near T* develops and becomes well pronounced for the CeCuzCe2 com-
pound, see Fig. 9.

The onset of antiferromagnetic order is indicated in the T-dependences of these two
transport coefficients by distinct changes in the slope that coincide with the Nee1
temperatures derived from the other quantities. Note that the absolute value of the slope
of S(T)  increases below TN, (e. g. for x = 0), but decreases below TN2 (e. g. for x = 0.6),
see Fig. 9.

1 3 10 30 100 T ( K 1

Fig. 9 Thermoelectric power, S vs T o n  a logarithmic
scale for Ce(Cu, _,Ni,),Ge, with x = 0, 0.5, 0.6 and 1.
Arrows indicate T,, ( x  = 0) and T,, (x = 0.5 and
0.6), respectively.

3.3 Elastic and quasielastic neutron scattering studies

3.3.1 Neutron diffraction

To determine the magnetic structures and the size of the ordered moments, neutron
powder-diffraction experiments were performed on the multidetector diffractometer
DlB, located on a thermal neutron guide at the HFR of the Institute Laue Langevin
(ILL), Grenoble. The wave length of the incident neutrons was 2.55 A. The magnetic
structure of CeCu2Ge2 had been found earlier [7] to be incommensurate with the
chemical cell and was described by a spiral with an ordering wave vector qo == (0.28,
0.28, 0.54) in units of (27c/a, 2 n k )  and with a plane of rotation perpendicular to the
propagation vector. The ordered moment p s  = 0.74 pug [7] is smaller by a factor of two
compared to p s  expected from the CF ground state. The magnetic diffraction patterns
for .Y = 0.1, 0.28, 0.5 and 0.65 are shown in Fig. 10: Here the intensities, as measured
in the paramagnetic phase at 6 K,  were substracted from the spectra in the magnetically
ordered phase at 1.6 K. Like CeCuzGez, the compounds with concentrations x = 0.1,
0.28 and 0.5 exhibit a magnetic structure, incommensurate with the chemical lattice. The
components of qo have been determined using a fit routine to the observed scattering
angles. The measured intensities have been compared to calculated values for different
modulated structures including spiral and collinear arrangements. The Bragg angles of
the magnetic reflections can be indexed in terms of I Q I = I Thkl f qo I where (hkl) is
a vector of the reciprocal chemical lattice and qo is the propagation vector of a
modulated spin arrangement.

The difference spectrum for x = 0.1 (Fig. 10a) looks similar to that observed in pure
CeCu,Gez [7]. The best fit to the measured intensities was obtained for a singleplane
spiral, with a plane of rotation perpendicular to the propagation vector qo = (0.28,
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CI

0
Fig. 10 Difference spectra 11 (1.6 K) - 1(6 K)] -
for Ce(Cu,-,Ni,),Ge, with concentrations x =
0.1,0.28,0.5 and 0.65: Bragg reflections shown are ;
of magnetic origin only. The positions of the 2
nuclear Bragg reflections are indicated by arrows
in (b). For x = 0.1, the (002)* satellite and for x
= 0.28 the (lOl)-, (101)* satellites are screened
by nuclear Bragg peaks. Specific-heat results for x
= 0.65 are given as C/T vs Tin the inset of (d).

Ce(Cu,_xNix)2 Ge, T 1.6K

50 10 30 50
2 0 Idegl

0.28, 0.41). At T = 1.6 K the ordered moment amounts to p s  = (0.5 f 0.05) p s .  For
x = 0.28, the pattern of magnetic. Bragg reflections was indexed assuming a longitudinal
static spin wave with qo = (0.1 1, 0.1 1, 0.25) and p s  = 0.7 k 0.2 pB (Fig. 1 Ob). Finally,
for x = 0.5 two broad magnetic lines show up which are centered symmetrically around
the (002) nuclear reflection (Fig. 1Oc). We identify them as frozen-in incommensurate
magnetic correlations along the c axis with a propagation vector qo = (0, 0,O. 14). If the
intensities of these two satellites are described by a spiral or a static spin wave, an ordered
moment of approximately 0.3 pB can be deduced. Although the neutron data suggest
critical fluctuations, i.e. a correlation length of the same order of magnitude as the
modulation length, our bulk measurements indicate long-range magnetic order [9, 211.
The difference spectrum for x = 0.65 reveals no indication of magnetic Bragg reflections
(Fig. 1 Od). Again, long-range magnetic order is inferred from susceptibility and specific-
heat measurements, cf. inset of Fig. 10d. From the lack of any magnetic reflections we
estimate the ordered moment to be smaller than 0.2 pB. Moments of this magnitude
cannot be extracted from powder diffraction.

3.3.2 Quasielastic neutron scattering
Quasielastic neutron-scattering experiments are an ideal tool to study the temperature
and the wave-vector dependence of the magnetic relaxation rate. In addition, a careful
analysis of the lineshapes of the quasielastic scattered intensities may allow to
characterize the origin of the magnetic relaxation as being due to either on-site or inter-
site correlations [22]. Measurements of the quasielastic line width were performed at the
time-of-flight spectrometer IN6 located at a cold source of the HFR at the ILL. Incident
energies of 3.15 meV were used, and Ce(Cu, pxNi,)2Ge2 compounds with concentrations
x = 0,0.28,0.5,0.65 and 1 were investigated at temperatures 1.5 K < T < 200 K. Fig. 1 1
shows the quasielastic line for x = 0.5 as function of temperature. At all temperatures,
even in the magnetically ordered phase, the neutron intensities are well described by a
broad Lorentzian line (solid line), in addition to the narrow elastic incoherent line.
S(Q, o) is purely*quasielastic for T > TN2. At T = 1.5 K, in the magnetically ordered
phase, the center of the Lorentzian line is shifted to 0.6 meV corresponding to an average
magnetic excitation energy. Fig. 12 shows the quasielastic line in the paramagnetic phase
(T  = 5 K) for x = 0,0.28,0.65 and 1. For x = 0, strong deviations form the Lorentzian
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line shape [7] indicate the existence of inter-site spin correlations. For x 2 0.2d the
quasielastic line shape closely follows a Lorentzian behavior. The Kondo-lattice
temperature, as read off the residual quasielastic line width is plotted in Fig 1 and
compared to T* as determined from maxima in the temperature dependences of the
thermal expansion, resistivity and thermopower, respectively. The increase of the 4 f-
conduction electron hybridization with increasing concentration is well documented by
the increase of the line width. The temperature dependence of the magnetic relaxation
rate for x = 0.28, 0.5 and 0.65, as determined from the line width r(ha1f width at half
maximum) of the quasielastic line, is shown in Fig. 13.

    

Ce(Cu,-, Nix I@,
2

x.05 . a=oe95A

1

0
I

3. 1d
v1
.-...

0

1

0
- 2  2 0 2.2

neutron energy transfer (meV I

Fig. 11
law vs peutron-energy transfer at fixed Q =
0.895 A . ' for Ce(Cu, 5Nio 5)2Ge,.

Temperature dependence of scattering

-
2 2
E

L
-

1

0

Ce (Cu ,., Ni,I2Ge2

0 50 100 150
T ( K )

4. Discussion

X =
0.65
0.5
0.28 -

0
-

Ce lCu,~,Ni,l, G e ,  T = 5 K

- 1  0 1 2-1  0 1 2
neutron energy lronsler I meV 1

Fig. 12
transfer for an average scattering angle
B = 19 deg as obtained in Ce(Cu,_,Ni,),Ge,
for concentrations x = 0, 0.28, 0.65 and 1 at
T = 5 K. Solid lines are the results of fits using
a Lorentzian line shape. Data for x = 0, and
x = 1 are taken from [7] and [8], respectively.

Scattering law vs neutron-energy

Fig. 13
temperature for Ce(Cu,-ANi,),Gez with x = 0,
0.28, 0.5 and 0.65.

Magnetic relaxation rate T(HWHM) vs

In the following we wish to provide evidence that the two types of antiferromagnetic
phases in Ce(Cu, -,NiJ2Ge2 correspond to LMM and HFBM, respectively. Strong
support for this interpretation comes from the neutron-scattering results and from a
comparison of the experimentally determined Tx-phase diagram with theoretical predic-
tions [3, I l l .
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The short propagation vector and the small ordered moment found for the x = 0.5
sample, characterize a modulated spin arrangement which extends over almost ten lattice
constants and thus fully meets the theoretical prediction of HFBM. In addition, the
gradual reduction of the saturation moment upon increasing Ni concentration suggests
that the transition from a local-moment to a band-like magnetic state is a gradual one.
A crucial test for the validity of the physical picture proposed above certainly lies in the
application of the theory to the complete phase diagram of the Ce(Cu, -,Ni,)2Ge2
system. Evaluation of the susceptibility (Eq. 1) on the basis of LNCA theory for an
Anderson-type lattice model, using a tight-binding band of realistic tetragonal crystal
symmetry, bandwidth and degree of anisotropy, furnishes phase-transition lines in a
coupling constant vs. temperature diagram [ 1 11. Whereas the susceptibility, evaluated in
the whole Brillouin zone, exhibits a rather rich structure, characterized by peaks at short
(as indicative for hybridization gaps and thus for HFBM) and at larger wave vectors
(typically of the order of a diameter of the Fermi surface as indicative for RKKY
correlations), we have chosen the most unstable mode only to be connected with an
instability, i.e. we have looked for the first zero occuring in the denominator of x(q, 0).
Additionally, an average over the direction of q was taken to simplify calculations and
to simulate measurements on powders. The results are shown in Fig. 14: T* markes the

0.4

T-
Fig. 14 Comparison between theoretical [ l  I ]  A

selected Ce(Cu, _xNi,)2Ge2 samples (x = 0, 0.5
(solid curves) and experimental results for three

and 0.75). Same symbols as in Figs. 1 and 2.
Temperatures are normalized by the Anderson
width (A = n N F  V2); g is the microscopic

experimental results for T,, (x )  and TNz(x) ,
x < 0.5, cf. Fig. 2.

0.2

coupling constant. Dashed lines indicate 0

I 1  1 1  I 1 1

0.75
/

025 0.30 035 040 045 0.50
9

calculated Kondo-lattice temperature and TN the temperature of the magnetic
instability. The character of the magnetic state changes continuously from RKKY type
(LMM) at smaller g to HFBM at larger g, the crossover occuring between g = 0.3 and
g = 0.45 where TN and T* intersect. In this region of intermediate g the true magnetic
state could be influenced by a competition of both types of order and by anisotropy
effects. Thus we cannot expect the simple theoretical procedure of extracting the phase
transition from the dominating instability of the susceptibility to be correct here. The
experimental phase transition lines contained in Fig. 1 can be compared to these
theoretical predictions via the following procedure: The experimental ratio T*/T, which
is about 3 for x = 0.5, is found in the theoretical results at g = 0.45. We identify these
points in the two phase diagrams and thereby also gauge the theoretical temperature axis
in Kelvin units. Assuming a linear dependence between coupling constant g and Ni-
composition x there is only one second free parameter to fix the proportion of g and x.
Surprisingly then, all experimental values for T* and TN in the HFBM region g 2 0.45
fall on the respective theoretical curve. In the left hand side of the phase diagram
agreement is not so good. In particular, we ascribe the deviation indicated by the dashed
lines to the magnetic competition effects mentioned above. The main source of the
discrepancy, however, can be assigned to a non-linear connection between composition
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and coupling constant. In fact, an overall linear dependence between hybridization
intensity V2 - g and composition would seem fortuitous. In summary, we take the good
agreement between theory and experiment, which also entails the consistent characteriza-
tion of the magnetic phases, as a strong support for HFBM.

Further support for our interpretation in terms of an alloying-induced transition from
LMM to HFBM results from the analysis of the quasielastic line shapes (Fig. 2).
Interactions of the 4 f moment with the conduction electrons introduce relaxation effects
and result in a Lorentzian broadening of the quasielastic scattering intensity. Deviations
from the Lorentzian line shape can be associated with critical spin fluctuations due to
inter-site interactions [22]. In fact, theory predicts a Lorentzian line shape with a line
width slightly larger than T*, which essentially results from quasi-local processes only,
in the heavy Fermi liquid, whereas non-Lorentzian contributions are present at smaller
g due to the release of RKKY-type fluctuations [ l l ] .  As stated previously, for x 2 0.28
the quasielastic line shape follows a Lorentzian behavior (Fig. 12). This observation
supports our interpretation that the antiferromagnetic order of the HFBM develops out
of a heavy Fermi liquid.

Remarkable differences between the weakly and strongly Ni-doped systems, i. e.
between LMM and HFBM, are also found in the results of our magnetization and
thermopower measurements. The field dependence of the ratio MFlx/Mrree for x = 0.10
displays an initial decrease (up to about 7 Tesla), which can be understood in terms of
LMM in a Kondo system (Fig. 5) in which the ordered moments are reduced due to the
formation of a Kondo singlet: A sufficiently strong external field reduces the Kondo
screening and, thus, the local 4 f moment is gradually recovered. This effect will
contribute mainly to the magnetization in the easy directions. On the other hand, for x
= 0.4 and 0.55 the ratios Mfix/Mfree are monotonously increasing (Fig. 5). Apparently,
effects associated with the Kondo compensation of local moments as observed for x =
0.1 are absent for x r 0.4. In addition, as is seen in Fig. 9, the marked change of the
absolute slope in the temperature dependence of the thermopower at the onset of
antiferromagnetic order is positive for cooling through T = TNI (x = 0.l), while it is
negative at T = TN2 (x = 0.5 and 0.6). No significant difference in the respective
resistivity curves p ( T )  can, however, be resolved (Fig. 8). This demonstrates the well
known fact that thermopower responds more sensitively to changes in the electronic
structure at El: than electrical resistivity does.

Finally we wish to briefly mention several ehperimental observations which seem to be
less directly connected to the LMM-HFBM transition:

( I )  Our specific-heat results of which only those on Ni-poor samples are shown in
Fig. 6, yield the concentration dependence of the entropy, (x). Taken at T = 5 K , ,  / (x)
is found to decrease almost linearly with increasing Ni concentration. This behavior is
in accord with the smooth increase of the Kondo-lattice temperature T* (x) for x < 0.7.
However, / (x) does not reflect the marked rise in T*(x)  for higher x (Fig. 1): For a
doublet ground state, broadened by Kondo interactions, an additional increase in T* (x)
should result in an additional reduction of the entropy I / (x) when measured at a fixed
temperature T < T*. We believe that this reduction is compensated by an increasing
admixture of excited CF states to the doublet ground state. Our view is corroborated by
the concentration dependence of T(T) ,  the quasielastic line width (Fig. 13). For x I 0.28,
the magnetic relaxation rate exhibits a monotonous increase upon heating. However, a
minimum in T ( T )  appears forx 2 0.5. According to Ref. 23, this remarkable observation
suggests a groundstate degeneracy N > 2. For CeNi2Ge2 no evidence for CF excitations
could be found in inelastic neutron-scattering experiments [S] and in the temperature
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dependence of the resistivity (Fig. 8). Since, on the other hand, the temperature
dependence of the thermopower exhibits a pronounced CF-derived peak near T = 100
K in the whole concentration range 0 I x s 1, we conclude that the phenomena listed
above originate in a large broadening of the excited CF states triggered by the strongly
increasing Kondo interaction for x > 0.7.

(2) The NCel temperature T,, (x) is precipitously depressed with increasing Ni
concentration x < 0.2 (Fig. 2). If this drop were dominated by a volume compression,
one would expect CeCuzGe2 to exhibit a NCel temperature with negative pressure
coefficient. According to Ehrenfest’s relation

a negative jump in the thermal-expansion coefficient, Aa, ,  should be observed at T N ,=
4.1 K, in view of the positive specific-heat jump, A Cp (Fig. 5 ) .  However, h a ,  is found
to be positive not only for the undoped compound, but also for the alloy containing 2
at% Ni. This clearly shows that the actual depression of TN1 (x) cannot be dominated by
the Ni-induced compression of the volume. Presumably, band-structure effects are more
important, since for the Ni dopant the 3d states are close to E,, whereas they lie way
below EF for Cu.

(3) Two phase-transition anomalies are well resolved in the temperature dependences
of both the specific heat (Fig. 15a) and the susceptibility (Fig. 15b) of Ce(Cu,-,Ni,)z
systems with 0 < x I 0.3. For x = 0.25, the upper transition temperature is identified
with TN2, while the lower one had been tentatively ascribed [4] to a superposition of the
incommensurate “short-qo” spin structure with a second one, perhaps the one that is
identified for the Ni-poor alloys. One possibility is that the two different structures
ascribed before to LMM and HFBM coexist on different, almost disjunct portions of the
(renormalized) Fermi surface.

Fig. 15 Double phase transitions in
Ce(Cu,,,,Nio.25)2Ge,. (a) Specific heat as C/T vs
T. Measured curve can be decomposed into two
bulk phase-transition anomalies as indicated by
solid lines. (b) DC susceptibility, x vs T
measured at E = 50 mT and 1
(arrows indicate two different antiferromagnetic
transitions, cf. Fig. 2).
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5 Conclusion

The magnetic phase diagram of Ce(Cu -,Ni,),Ge2, spanning from local-moment based
antiferromagnetic ordering at low (x  5 0.2) to a HF phase at high (x > 0.75) Ni
concentrations, exhibits in the intermediate composition range (0.5 < x < 0.75) a new
type of antiferromagnetism that is characterized by (i) a substantially reduced ordered
moment, (ii) a short modulation wave vector in full agreement with theoretical
predictions [3, 1 I ]  and (iii) a magnetic neutron-scattering cross section dominated by
single-site relaxation effects. We ascribe this phase to “band magnetism” in the system
of strongly renormalized quasiparticles. The transition from a local-moment to this
itinerant-type of antiferromagnetism is reflected by distinct changes in both the field
dependence of the magnetization and the temperature dependence of the thermopower.
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